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Welcome
Alphabet Educational Supplies are a leading UK manufacturer and
distributor of educational supplies, sport equipment and school
furniture. With over 30 years experience in the education sector we
offer an exciting and imaginative range of products with impeccable
customer service.
Our products are manufactured to a high quality standard in our
own factory, and this ensures that we can offer our range at highly
competitive prices. Our products are guaranteed to meet all
relevant UK and EU safety standards.
We are constantly adding new products to our extensive range,
so don’t forget to bookmark our website:
www.alphabeteducation.co.uk
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We have a wide variety of drying racks available. Each high quality drying rack is ideal for keeping
finished work clean and tidy during drying. Designed especially for the education market,
manufactured in robust materials to withstand every day use.

Arts & Crafts

Drying Racks

A1264

40 Shelf Mobile Drying Racks
These 40 shelf mobile drying units come in 2 sizes: Large (takes
up to A2 size paper), Small (takes up to A3 size paper).
Ideal for moving between classrooms, they come complete with
lockable castors and have a plastic coated finish for easy cleaning.

A1265 Large H107 x W81 x D50cm
A1264 Small H107 x W63 x D40cm
A1265

% 0113 270 4483
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Arts & Crafts

Drying Racks

A1165

A1164

A1162

A1161

Table Top Drying Racks

Wall Mounted Drying Racks

These sturdy paint dryers have perfectly spaced shelves
for easy use. Available with 20 or 40 shelves which are
finished in epoxy coated resin for easy cleaning.
The units take up to A3 size paper.

10 or 20 shelf spaced wall mounted drying racks
are ideal for classrooms with little space.
The units are designed to fold away back to the
wall when not in use and come complete with
fixings and are finished in epoxy coated resin for
easy cleaning.

A1164 20 Shelf
H36 x L75 x D50cm

A1165 40 Shelf
H68 x L80 x D50cm

A1161 10 Shelf
H36 x W50 x D41cm

A1162 20 Shelf
H61 x W50 x D41cm
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Arts & Crafts

Drying Racks

A1166
A1167

Spring Loaded
Drying Racks
Floor standing heavy duty shelf
spring loaded drying units are
available with 10, 20 or 30 shelves
and come with castors to enable
the unit to be easily moved
between classrooms.
The units take up to A2 size paper
and are epoxy coated for
easy cleaning.
The wipe clean shelves stay in
place when loading/unloading
paintings due to the spring system.

A1166 10 Shelf
H57 x L61 x D50cm

A1167 20 Shelf
H83 x L61 x D50cm

A462

30 Shelf

H70 x L100 x D61cm

A462
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Arts & Crafts

Easels

A1235

A1235

Floor Standing See Thru Easel
Floor Standing Easel comes with adjustable legs to
3 heights 76, 86, 96cm.
Double sided unit which can be used as a standard
easel or can be painted directly onto the wipe
clean perspex.

A1235 H76/86/96 x W58cm

Desktop See Thru Easel
This desktop easel can be used as a conventional
easel or painted directly onto the perspex.

A1236 H59 x W58cm
A1236
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Arts & Crafts

Easels

A1237

3 and 6 Sided
See Thru Easels
Upto 6 children can enjoy
creating art work with these
easy clean easels. Children
can express themselves
straight onto the clear
perspex or with
conventional paper. Wipe
clean or hose down after
use. The easels can be
folded to save space.
Perspex can be adjusted to
94cm or 110cm height on
frame (H54cm x W56cm)
Single Frame
H1234 x W588 x D30mm

A1237 - 3 Sided
A1238 - 6 Sided

A1237

A1238
A1238
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A1238

A1238
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Arts & Crafts

Aprons
Whether for messy play or simply for eating time, we offer a range
of aprons and smocks suitable for babies to children of 10 years
of age. These PVC overalls, popovers and nylon smocks come in
packs of 4, 10, 20 & 30, and can simply be wiped clean or hand
washed gently in warm soapy water.

Toddler
Overalls

Baby & Toddler Overalls

PVC
Overalls

Let the youngest of children enjoy
messy play with these long sleeve
nylon overalls. With elasticated cuffs
and a velcro back fastening these
are perfect for the youngest of little
artists. Available in packs of 4.
A1468 Birth - 12 months
(W42 x L39.5cm)

A1469 12 months+
(W46 x L46.5cm)
Smock

Smocks

PVC Overalls

Let children enjoy messy play with
these easy wear nylon smocks.
With elasticated cuffs and a hook
and loop fastening these are
perfect for little artists. Available in
singles or packs of 10, 20 or 30.

Let children enjoy messy play with
these long sleeve PVC overalls.
With elasticated cuffs and a velcro
back fastening these are perfect for
little artists. Available in singles or
packs of 10, 20 or 30.
A1444 3-4 years (W61 x L58cm)

A1452
A1453
A1454
A1455

3-4 years (W61 x L58cm)
5-6 years (W66 x L61cm)
7-8 years (W71 x L66cm)
9-10 years (W76 x L69cm)

A1445 5-6 years (W66 x L61cm)
A1446 7-8 years (W71 x L66cm)
A1447 9-10 years (W76 x L69cm)

PVC Popovers
Let children enjoy messy play with these short sleeve PVC popovers.
With a velcro back fastening these are perfect for little artists.
Available in singles or packs of 10, 20 or 30.
A1460 3-4 years (W61 x L58cm)
A1461 5-6 years (W66 x L61cm)

A1462 7-8 years (W71 x L66cm)
8

PVC
Popover

A1463 9-10 years (W76 x L69cm)
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Mini Non-Spill Paint Pots
Set of 5 colourful non-spill paint pots. With
lid colour printed in Spanish and English.
MM4426 H6cm

New

Weaving Frames
Our range of fun shaped Weaving Frames
are suitable for individual or group
weaving. Ideal for threading or weaving
ribbons, fabric strips, yarn and natural
materials. Great for indoor and outdoor
activities, the possibilities are endless.
Mesh size 3cm. Accessories pack
includes: Satin ribbon assortment, crepe
paper streamers, treasure trove trimmings,
assorted feathers and assorted ribbons.

Arts & Crafts

Creativity

MM4426

CV1 Star 48 x 48cm
CV2 Rocket 60 x 40cm
CV3 Fish 50 x 48cm
TY175 T Rex 56 x 41cm
TY176 Pterodactyl 61 x 40cm
TY177 Stegosaurus 37 x 56cm
TY173 Caterpillar Head 30 x 38cm
TY174 Caterpillar Body 30 x 39cm
GH1073 Accessories Pack
GH1073

TY173
TY174

New

CV3

CV1
TY175

TY176
TY177
CV2

New
% 0113 270 4483
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Arts & Crafts

Creativity
New

AR00787P

Art Storage Jars
Set of 10 stackable plastic storage jars with red lids.
Perfect for storing a multitude of arts and crafts products.
Also inter-lockable.

AR00787P H18 x L23 x W14.5cm

3 Sided
Creativity Frame

CLIP

GH1075

By fastening instruments or
everyday objects to the frame,
children are able to explore
sound, rhythm and beat.
2 x 30cm feet ensuring stability.
Features easy fix holes along the
horizontal and vertical bars.
Clips can be removed for
easy storage.
L120 x W120 cm

TY1109 Creativity Frame
CLIP
Creativity Frame Clip
GH1075 Accessories Pack

New

Includes - Big Band Set/Beat & Bang x1,
Balloon whisk 10”x1, Serving Spoon 12”x2
and Special Fry Pan x1.

New

TY1109

TY1108

TY838

Create-A-Space Stand
The stands can be re-used and
cardboard boxes recycled to create
role-play or topic areas. Durable and
stable. Made from heavy gauge powder
coated steel. Fold easily for storage.
1 Stand per pack. H100 x W40 cm.

TY838 Create-A-Space Stand
TY1108 Card Panel 5 Pack
L120 x W120 cm
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A1171

A1172

Single Sided Bookrack
Single sided floor standing bookrack
displays up to 80 books. Plastic coated
for easy cleaning.

A1171 H101 x L79cm

Double Sided
Bookrack
Can hold up to 140 books face on
and is ideal for moving books
between classrooms. Plastic
coated for easy cleaning.

A1172 H132 x W79 x D59cm

Book Storage Solutions

Bookracks

A1173

3 Sided Bookrack
Mobile 3 sided bookrack is ideal
for smaller classrooms. The unit
holds up to 75 books face on.
It is an ideal height for young
children. Plastic coated for
easy cleaning.

A1173 H103 x W46 x D46cm

A1176
A1179

New
Desktop Bookrack

Big Book Table Display

Desktop display bookrack ideal for the smaller
classroom. Holds up to 20 books face on. Plastic
coated for easy cleaning. The unit can also be used
for leaflet or brochure display.

Front of class Big Book Table Display for group
reading and teaching. Takes any size book up
to 48cm in height.

A1176 H49 x W69.5 x D36cm

A1179 H49 x W37 x D20cm

% 0113 270 4483
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Book Storage Solutions

Bookracks
Square Wall
Bookrack
Square wall mounted
bookrack (fixings
included), with 10 rows,
can take upto 50 books
face on. Plastic coated for
easy cleaning.

A1178 H86 x W86cm

A1178

A1177

Vertical Wall Bookrack
Vertical wall fixed bookrack (wall
fixings included), with 14 rows, can
take up to 42 books face on. Plastic
coated for easy cleaning.

A1177 H109 x W56cm
A1175

Horizontal Wall Bookrack
Wall mounted bookrack comes complete with wall fixings and is an
ideal solution where space is at a premium. The unit can hold up to 36
books face on. Plastic coated for easy cleaning.

A1175 H53 x L112cm

A1228

Big Book
Storage Unit
A1226

Front of Class Big Book
Display Unit
Made from robust material and can be
folded down when not in use.

This mobile big book
storage and display unit,
comes with lockable
castors and is ideal for
transferring books from
classroom to classroom.

A1228
H75 x W58 x D44cm

A1226 H95 x W75 x D49cm
12
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A1170

Alphabet Educational Supplies offer a wide range of
early years products, including Lunchbox Trolleys,
Play Panels and Multicultural Plastic Food Sets. All
items will fit easily into both a preschool and early
years environment and are manufactured to a high
quality standard in our own factory.

Early Years

Storage

Lunchbox Trolley
This versatile trolley has three
large baskets and is on castors for
easy manoeuvring. Easy clean
durable plastic coated steel
construction. Stands up
well to day to day use.

A1420
H103 x L80 x W30cm

Mobile Cloakroom

A1420

Has 20 hooks and space for storing shoe's, bags,
lunch boxes etc. Indoors or outdoor use. Has
locking castors for easy movement between rooms.
Finished in a plastic coated resin for easy cleaning.
The unit can also be used as a dressing up trolley.

A1170 H118 x L77 x W48cm

Single & Double Lunchbox Trolley
Available as a single or double trolley, with lockable
castors. Can easily be manoeuvred between
classrooms. Single unit can hold up to 21
lunchboxes and the double up to 42.

A1535 Single H103 x L81 x W27cm
A1530 Double H103 x L81 x W50cm

New
A1443

Radiator Cover
Stops little fingers getting burnt.
Made from white epoxy plastic
coated steel which can be easily
cleaned. Simple hook over
brackets to fit all radiator types.
Buy 2 units for larger
sized radiators.
A1443 H70 x L82cm

% 0113 270 4483

New
A1535

A1530
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Early Years

Door Safety
Finger Alert Products, prevent little fingers getting trapped between the hinge and handle side of the door

Hinge Side of Door
Finger Alerts 110 & 180 Degrees
2 strips to cover the inner and outer hinge side of
doors, stopping little fingers being trapped. Suitable
for doors opening from 110 to 180 degrees. Easy to fit
with adhesive tape (already attached). Lengths from
100 – 245cm. Available in transparent, white,
anthracite and brown.

AF110 - AF112

AF180 - AF183

Handle Side
of Door
Happy Fingers
An easy solution to avoid
fingers being trapped between
door and doorframe at the
handle side of the door. EVA
foam. Easy to install with strong
3M tape (already attached).
AF9016 12 x 10cm

AF9016

AF9017

Fall & Bump Protection
Corner Guard
Ideal to prevent children knocking their heads by covering sharp
corners and walls. For Indoor Use. Transparent. Easy to fix with
TESA tape (attached).
AF 9017 100 x 1.5 x 1.5cm

14
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A36036

Double Sided
Baby Mirrors
Pack of 4 double
sided baby mirrors,
made from
unbreakable
plastic mirror
material ideal
for children of
any age.
Diameter
19.5cm

Early Years

Mirrors

A1422

A1422

Wavy Mirror
This floor standing wavy mirror is manufactured
from beautiful coloured, hardwearing rubber wood
from sustainable managed forests. With two
different sides for children to use to help develop
their imagination. (convex and concave)
A36036 H103 x W48cm

Individual Mirror Play Panels
Wall mount the individual play panels and change regularly with the fast and simple change wall mounted brackets
(sold separately). Some Panels are double sided, so double the fun. Panel dimensions - H60 x W48cm
A1493

A1493 Double Sided Mirror convex & concave plastic safety mirrors

% 0113 270 4483

A1495

A1495 Whiteboard/Mirror dry wipe board & plastic safety mirror

More individual Play Panels on page 17
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Early Years

Play Panels
4 Play Panel Set

A1497H

The 4 Panel Playset
compromises of Bead Tracker, Ball Track
double sided, Counting
Tile/Bead Wall, and
Cog and Illusion
Wheel panels.

A1497H
Panel: H60 x W48cm

5 Play Panel Set
The Play Panels can be
wall mounted using the
simple fast change wall
brackets, and can be
changed on a daily basis
to keep children
entertained with different
activities each day.
Create room dividers and
various other designs
with the easy fix
connectors. Set
compromises of - Bead
Tracker, Ball Track double
sided panel, Counting
Tile and bead wall,
Concave / Convex Mirror
and Cog and
Illusion panels.

A14975

A14975
Panel: H60 x W48cm

8 Play Panel Set
Buy all six play panels
and receive two extra
panels - Clock Tower and
Door panel FREE

A1497
A1497
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Panel: H60 x W48cm
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A1490

A1491

Early Years

Play Panels

Individual Play Panels
Wall mount the individual play panels and change regularly with the fast and simple change wall mounted brackets
(sold separately). Some panels are double sided, so double the fun. Panel: H60 x W48cm.

A1490
A1491
A1492
A1494

Bead Tracker - 2 tracks
Ball Track - double sided, with 6 wooden balls and jingle bells
Counting Tile - shaped beads & double sided tiles
Cog Illusion Wheels - Double sided
A1494

A1492

Panel Wall Brackets
The Play Panels can be wall mounted using these simple thumb screw fast change
wall brackets. Buy six pairs to allow all of your panels to be attached to the wall
when not being used as sets.

A1496 L28cm

% 0113 270 4483

A1496
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Early Years

Classroom
Favourites
Combo Cube
This multi activity maze cube offers
5 play areas comprising wire maze
with mirror, circle mirror, magnetic
pen maze, roller track, and abacus.
This quality activity cube is made
from solid rubber wood for a
durable construction.
H51 x L48 X W30cm

A1499

A1499

A1499

A1431

Market Stall
Shopping Cart
Robust and sturdy, made from
beautiful sustainable rubber wood,
comes complete with 6 trays full of
plastic fruit and vegetables to
enable children to develop counting
and sorting skills
H114 x L74 x W38cm

A1431
A1431
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Shopping Trolley
Fun children’s shopping trolley made from
easy clean epoxy coated plastic. Comes
with or without 75 Piece Supermarket Set.

A1550 W30 X L48 X H51cm

Plastic Food Sets
Explore foods from all around the world with
these superb plastic food sets. Useful for
helping children develop sorting skills and
cultural awareness.

Early Years

Food Sets

Supermarket Set

A1432 - French Food Set
54 piece mixed set including croissants,
onions, cheeses, cups, plates and pans

A1433 - Japanese Food Set
52 piece mixed set including sushi, spring
rolls, chicken, chop sticks, cups, saucers
and menu's.

A1434 - Italian Food Set
54 piece mixed set including pasta, pizza,
cheeses, plates, placemats and menu's.

A1435 - Chinese Food Set
68 piece mixed set including noodles, rice,
chicken, soy sauce, chop sticks, green tea
and menu's.

A1499

A1433S - Multicultural Food Set

New

Includes French, Japanese, Italian and
Chinese food sets, totalling 228 pieces.
(all of the below)

A1433

A1432
A1434

A1435

% 0113 270 4483
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Early Years

Food Sets
Plastic Food Sets
Useful for helping children
develop sorting skills and
perfect for demonstrating
what makes up the five
portions a day principle. The
Fruit & Vegetable Sets are an
ideal way of promoting
healthy eating in schools.

A1440 - Supermarket Set

A1440

75 piece mixed set including
cereal, flour, milk, soup,
meats, tomato sauce, cookies
and much more.

A1441 - Bakery Set
10 piece set including
baguettes, croissants,
fruitcakes and buns.

A1436 - Grocery Set
60 piece set including meats,
pizza, fruit, veg, cereals,
cartons and sauces.

A1437S - Fruit & Veg Set
40 mixed pieces including
bananas, grapes, apples,
oranges, strawberries,
carrots, peppers, sweet corn,
cabbage and asparagus.

A1437 - Fruit Set
20 mixed pieces including
bananas, grapes, apples,
oranges and strawberries.
A1441

A1436

A1438
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A1438 - Vegetable Set
20 mixed pieces including
carrots, peppers, sweet corn,
cabbage and asparagus.
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Role Play

Dolls Houses

A1427

Giant Dolls House
This magnificent giant group play 4 way dolls house has three spacious levels enabling several children to play at
the same time. Stairs connect the different levels, and outer door panels can be moved to allow access to all areas.
House: H145 x L86 x W80cm

A1427

FREE set of six 12” dolls and 30 piece furniture set

% 0113 270 4483
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Role Play

Dolls Houses
New

A39013

Split Level Dolls House
Colourful split level dolls house made from rubber
wood. Comes with 22 pieces of furniture and 5
wooden dolls. House can be split in to two parts
separating the ground floor from the upper levels,
perfect for group play.

A39013 H77 x L67 X W37cm

A39013

A39013

A39005

Multi Level Dolls Villa
This multi level villa with curved balconies comes
complete with 21 pieces of realistically detailed
furniture and 5 dolls. Easy to assemble, unique
wood peg locking system with no tools required,
made from beautiful hard wearing rubber wood.
A39005

22

A39005 H71 x L60 x W30cm
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Made from beautiful hard wearing rubber wood,
harvested from sustainable managed forests
these pretend play items will give every child a
chance to be the pilot, nurse, fire fighter, teacher
or police officer they have always dreamt of.

Role Play

Community Town

A1505

Community Town Set
All 5 buildings from the Community Town range. Includes: Fire station
& fire truck, Hospital & ambulance, Airport & aeroplane, School &
school bus, Police station & police car.
A1505 Units: H48 x W30 x D30cm

A1501

A1500

A1502

Community Town
Individual Units
All sets come with related furniture,
figures and vehicle.
H48 x W30 x D30cm

A1500 - Fire Station & Truck
A1501 - Police Station & Car
A1502 - Hospital & Ambulance
A1503 - School & School Bus
A1504 - Airport & Plane

% 0113 270 4483

A1504

A1503
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Furniture

Wave Furniture
The Wave Furniture Range is
manufactured from beautiful hard
wearing rubber wood harvested
from sustainable managed forests.
Tables and chairs come in 4
colours: red, blue, green and
yellow, all units are finished with
smooth edges and rounded
chair and table legs. This colourful
furniture will brighten up
any classroom.
Two different table types - square
and parallel allow for different
configurations to be mixed
together creating different shapes.
Shelves come in two types,
straight wall and corner wall and
are colour co-ordinated to match
the tables and chairs. Simple self
assembly with no tools required.
Chairs are stackable when not
in use.

A1486

Wave Shelving
Manufactured from hard wearing rubber
wood, these units are perfect to brighten
up any classroom and provide that
much needed storage space.
Colour coordinate your classroom with
the Wave table and chairs.

A1486 Corner Shelf
H70 x W130 x D40cm

A1487 Straight Shelf
H95 x W140 x D40cm

A1487

24
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Two different table types
square and parallel
allow for different
configurations to be
mixed together creating
different shapes.

Furniture

Wave Furniture

Tables and chairs come
in 4 colours - red, blue,
green and yellow.
Chairs are stackable
when not in use.

Square Wave Table
Available in any colour
combination.
H50 x L52 x D52cm

A1474
A1475
A1476
A1477

Square

Red
Blue
Green
Yellow

Parallel

Parallel Wave Table
Available in any colour combination.
H60 x 52cm wide from side to side,
and 89cm from corner to corner.

A1478
A1479
A1480
A1481

Red
Blue
Green
Yellow

Parallel

Wave Chairs
These beautiful chairs are
available in red, blue, green or
yellow to match the wave table
or shelving range. Chairs are
stackable when not in use.
Available in any colour
combination.
Seat height 30cm

A1482
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A1482
A1483
A1484
A1485

Red
Blue
Green
Yellow
25

Fun & Outdoor Play

Play Centres
Dome Climber
The dome climber is
manufactured from beautiful,
coloured, hardwearing
rubber wood from
sustainable managed
forests. Children can climb
and swing from the dome
climber. Helps to develop
co-ordination and
imagination. The Dome
Climber promotes group
play and activities.
H69 x L64 x W64cm

A40043

A40043

A40042

New

A40045

Cube Climber
Manufactured from beautiful coloured, hardwearing rubber wood from
sustainable forests. Children can climb and swing from the frame, helping
develop co-ordination and encourage imagination. With 5 detachable brightly
coloured shaped panels, which can attach to the climber
A40045 H103 x L103 x W103cm
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Arch Balance
Stairs
Three arch balance stairs,
manufactured from beautiful,
hardwearing rubber wood
from sustainable managed
forests. Stairs can be used for
balance and crawling fun.
Stackable when not in use.
H27/34/42 x L53 x W44cm

A40042

www.alphabeteducation.co.uk

Hex Play Centre
The hexagon structure play centre is
manufactured from beautiful,
hardwearing, rubber wood from
sustainable managed forests. Children
can climb, crawl, hide and slide on the
play centre, allowing several children
to play at the same time.
A40017 H100 x L190 x D91cm

A40046

Fun & Outdoor Play

Play Centres

New

Play Loft
Can serve as a private
playhouse, workspace or simply
a quiet area to read. The unit
can be converted to a climbing
panel or an arch bridge for
motor play. With adjustable
overhanging shelves, which can
be added to the structure for
climbing or squatting down.
A40046 H83 x L122cm

% 0113 270 4483
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Fun & Outdoor Play

Construction

A1421T

We offer a range of large Hollow Blocks, which
were created to stimulate children’s imagination
and creativity, whilst keeping them active.
Made from beautiful smooth, hardwearing
rubber wood, these light weight blocks can
build endless possibilities. Dimensions range
from 560mm to 280mm in length.

26 & 52 Piece Hollow Block Set
These bumper sets of giant hollow blocks are made
from beautiful hardwearing sustainable rubber wood.
Light enough for children to move and create their own
structures. The blocks are also mathematically modular.
The 52 piece set comprises of 2 x 26 piece block sets.

A1421 26 Piece Set
A1421T 52 Piece Set
Dimensions (26 piece):
Large Block x4:
L560 x D280 x H140mm.
Large Plank x4:
L1120 x D140mm.
Small Block x4:
L280x D140 x H140mm.
Small Plank x4:
L560 x D95mm.
Medium Block x8: L280 x D280 x H140mm.
Ramp x 2:
L560 x D220 x H140mm.

A1421

28
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14 & 40 Piece
Hollow Block Sets
The 14 & 40 piece sets of
giant hollow blocks are made
from beautiful hardwearing
sustainable rubber wood.
The 40 Piece set comprises
of the 26 piece set (A1421)
and 14 piece set belowDimensions:
4x Moon shaped blocks
28 x 14 x 14cm
4x Square shaped blocks
28 x 28 x 14cm
4x Arch shaped blocks
28 x 14 x 14cm
2x Triangle shaped blocks
28 x 31 x 14cm
A1421X

Fun & Outdoor Play

Construction

A1520 14 Piece Set
A1421X 40 Piece Set

‘‘

A1520

Customer Comments

Block Storage Basket
This giant mobile storage basket has 5 heavy duty
castors, the additional castor in the middle of the unit for
greater support which allows the basket to be used
outdoors as well as indoors. Perfect to store the 26
piece set of HOLLOW BLOCKS, however, it can also be
used to store a range of large bulky items, and with the
small mesh size, also allows for smaller items to be
stored. Can be folded down for storage when not in use.
A0008 H60 x L87 x W62cm

% 0113 270 4483

Tested and recommended by
Blyth Valley Children's Centre, Northumberland.

‘‘

A0008

"These blocks are well made and have a lovely
smooth finish with rounded edges. They are
tactile, durable and hard wearing. The children
found many different uses for them. They
constructed a low-level stage, made ramps and
bridges for the vehicles to travel along, built a
balance-beam effect to walk along and used them
to house a variety of small-world animals. They
also created simple structures, building towers
and then knocking them down again. The blocks
are suitable for both indoor and outdoor play."

29

Fun & Outdoor Play

Construction
These Pom Pom Hollow Blocks are filled with sparkle pom poms. Made from hard wearing rubber wood,
and sealed with unbreakable perspex for a beautiful smooth finish. These beautiful pom pom blocks will
not only brighten up your classroom, they will also bring excitement and creativity to a work space.
Available in sets of 12 and 24. Dimensions - Range from 10cm square up to 25cm long.

A1498

A1498

Pom Pom Hollow Blocks
Dimensions range from 10cm square to 25cm long

A1498 24 Piece Pom Pom Set
A1498H 12 Piece Pom Pom Set

A35105

New

New
A35104

Coloured & Mirrored Giant Blocks
Made from beautiful long lasting, hard wearing rubber
wood. Perfect for reflection making and creating structuresthe possibilities are endless. In sets of 3, blocks are solid
with unbreakable and double-sided plastic mirror or
coloured acrylic (1 red, 1 blue & 1 green).
H48 x L24 x D12cm

A35104 Coloured
A35105 Mirrored
30
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Wooden Block Trolley
Five tray loads of wooden blocks,
made from beautiful, long lasting,
hardwearing rubber wood, from
managed sustainable forests. 192
blocks in various shapes of large
and small blocks. The Trays allow
for the storage of the blocks when
not in use, and come complete
with a template in the base of
each tray to enable placing them
back (a game in itself) and are
then stored on a wheel away
base for easy manoeuvrability.
The blocks can be used for
shape recognition, sorting and
counting as well as building.

Fun & Outdoor Play

Construction

A1429 H48 x L50 x W36cm

A1429

A3500

City Blocks
Bumper pack of 203 City Blocks,
depicting architectural landmark
shapes from cities around the
world. The bricks come complete
with a wooden container which is
stackable for storage when not in
use. Made from beautiful long
lasting hardwearing rubber wood,
from managed sustainable forests.
Crate: H25 x L42 x W30cm

A35000

55 Piece Building
Blocks Set
Set consists of 55 building
blocks in an attractive
stackable wooden tray. The
tray has 2 templates, which
allows users to quickly and
simply store the blocks
away in the correct order.
Crate Dimensions:
H8 x L46 x W31.5cm

A35100

New

A35100
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Fun & Outdoor Play

Sand & Water Play
Alphabet provide a range of tiny tubs, ideal for sand and water play, in different
shapes and various colours. Ranging from 4 tray stations up to a 10 tray station,
tubs are easy to lift and clean and can be used as stand alone or be mixed and
matched to create different configurations. The strong tubular frames and nestable tubs are suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Ideal for nurseries or schools
where space is limited, these units can be stacked away when not in use. The
units fit together with a unique snap and twist clip system and have height
adjustable legs to 3 heights - 47, 55 or 62cm (ensuring that young children of all
ages can have fun).

Tiny Tub Combinations
Ideal for children to discover properties
of sand, water and whatever else you
choose to place in them. Designed so
they are easy to lift and clean, they can
be mixed together to create different
configurations. Tiny tubs can be used
as a stand alone unit or fitted together
using a simple snap and click system
for single or group play. Lids are also
available to cover the square tubs
when not in use. These lids cover one
tub at a time and are clear.
Each unit has height-adjustable legs
which extend to 47, 55 or 62cm

A1426CO
Square set x 4 (coloured)
H47-62 x L80 x W80cm

A1426CL
Square set x 4 (clear)
H47-62 x L80 x W80cm

A1506
Triangle set x 4 (coloured)
H47-62 x D80cm

A1507
Fan set x 6 (coloured)
H47-62cm x D120cm
A1426CL

A1426CO
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A1506

A1507
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Fun & Outdoor Play

Sand & Water Play

A1508

Tiny Tub Combinations
The 8 and 10 tray station can be mixed with clear
and coloured tubs, in triangle and square shapes,
giving more variety. Each unit has height-adjustable
legs which extend to 47, 55 or 62cm.
Tiny tubs can be used as a stand alone unit or fitted
together using a simple snap and click system for
single or group play.

A1508 - 8 Tray Combination
H47-62 x L160 x W80cm

A1509 -10 Tray Combination
H47-62 x L200 x W120cm

A1509

A1426L

Single Clear Lid
Clear plastic square lid to cover one tub.

A1426LID

New
% 0113 270 4483
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Fun & Outdoor Play

Sand & Water Play
New

New

CV6
TY365

Waterway Tower

Water Fun Stand

Single towers, enabling children to design their own
channeling systems using guttering. The 4 sided
design enables groups of children to create
systems with different levels, heights and direction,
perfect for pouring water, rolling balls or zooming
cars. Made from powder coated steel these frames
are strong, stable and durable.

The Water Fun Stand comes
with removable mesh
shelf, which is designed
for weaving tubing
and comes with
handy hooks to
hang accessories
from. Made from
sturdy powder
coated steel.
Foldable for easy
storage.
H60 x L60 x W40cm
(Folded: L60 x W40cm)

CV6

Channel Gutter Pack
These 1.5 metre lengths of white guttering
make perfect water channels to use
with our Waterway Towers.
Pack of 4. 4 x 1.5m

CV1069

TY365

GH1074

New

New

New

GH1072

Water Fun Accessories Pack
Includes 1 of each of the following products: Nylon Tea
Strainers (7, 12 & 16cm), Funnel 8cm, 1 Pint Measuring
Jug, Measuring Cups & Spoons, Mixing Bowl 15cm,
squeezy sauce bottles (6 x 8oz), Baster, Whisk Set (3),
Chefs Aid Funnel Set, Transparent Tubing, Water Fun Tubes
(yellow & red).

Waterway Accessories Pack
Consisting of 1 of each of the following products:
Funnel Sets, (14cm x 1 & 18cm x 2), Transparent
Tubing, Watering Can, Mixing Bowls (20 & 30cm),
Sieve 20cm, Measuring Jug 1L, Bucket & Bowl Set,
Small Round Bowl and Sprayer Set.

GH1072

GH1074
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Further to the robust netball and badminton posts we sell, we also offer a variety of sports storage
solutions to help keep those play areas tidy. Many of our products come with lockable castors, helping
you move equipment both indoors and outdoors easily. Manufactured in our own factories, ensuring that
we can provide both high quality products, at competitive prices.

Badminton Post
Pair of top quality badminton
posts recommended for school
and club use. 50mm Steel
uprights complete with net
hooks, cleats and grooved top.
Netting can be drawn tight
without movement of the upright
and base. Posts are attached to
the base with a locking thumb
screw and can be easily
detached for storage. The T
Shaped bases have built in
weights and are fitted with
rubber pads for protection.
The wide wheels are housed in
an extra strong fabricated
bracket designed to not mark or
dent floors. Each sturdy base is
weighted to 20KG.
(Please note net is not included)
H155cm

Sports Equipment

Sports
Equipment

A0001

NBP100

Netball Post
Our Extendable netball post is ideal for storing away
when not in use, as the post can be reduced down to
less than 1.8m for storage. Fully extended the post
meets the 3 regulation heights of 2.5m, 2.75m, 3.05m.
The base uses a wheelaway system with double nylon
wheels for easy movement. The triangular base stops
the unit from protruding into the playing area. The unit
comes complete with net and the post is fully
galvanised to stop any rusting when used outdoors.
The base weighs 20kg which makes the unit very
stable. Ideal for home or school use, the unit can be
used indoors or outdoors. 1.8m to 3.05m

Netball Team Bibs
Set of 7 Netball Team Bibs, in green or red. Team
Positions printed to 1 side of the bib. L50 x W33 cm

NBP001BIBG Green
NBP001BIBR Red

New

NBP100

% 0113 270 4483
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Sports Equipment

Storage

A1473
A1222

Deluxe PE Trolley
Our Deluxe PE Trolley comes complete with 6 small
removable baskets, one large storage area and
lockable castors.
A1473 H108 x L107 x W52cm

Ball Picker
Robust heavy duty ball picker which can be used
outdoors as well as indoors. The unit comes with
non marking lockable castors, and can be used for
the collection and storage of all sizes of balls.

A1222 H112 x W70 x D90cm

New

A0008

Storage Basket
This giant mobile storage basket has 5 heavy duty castors,
the additional castor in the middle of the unit for greater
support which allows the basket to be used outdoors as
well as indoors. It can be used to store a range of large
bulky items, and with the small mesh size also allows for
smaller items to be stored. The unit can be folded down for
storage when not in use.
A0008 H60 x L87 x W62cm
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A1212

Rounders Bat Holder
Rounders Bat Holder with carry handle, made from
easy to clean epoxy coated plastic.
A1212 H39 x L20 x W20cm
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Four Basket Trolley
A heavy duty mobile trolley with 4 castors, 2 of which are
lockable. The unit includes 4 plastic coated wire baskets,
which are perfect for storing a variety of sports equipment
and keeping your play areas tidy. A large hoop storage
pole is also fixed to the back of the trolley.
A1472 L100 x W34/49 x H88/101cm

New

Sports Equipment

Storage

A1472

Gym Mat Trolleys
Both the junior and vertical gym mat
trolley come with sturdy castors and can
be easily moved indoors or outdoors, or
stored away to keep your play area tidy.
Some simple self assembly is required.

A1471- Vertical Gym Mat Trolley
Holds 6 x 4ft mats. H122 x L179 x D80cm

A1470 - Junior Gym Mat Trolley
Holds 4 x 3ft mats. H95 x L120 x D32cm
A1471

Basket Storage System
Baskets can be stacked up to 4 high and
can be free-standing or fixed to the wall.
Removable panels allow for adjustments
to be made to compartment size.
A1424 H145 x L102 x D45cm
Individual basket height 36cm

A1470

A1424
A1424
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Teaching Tools

Time Timers
With the Time Timer, teachers can make full use of their time with children. They are designed to help
children understand "how much longer". In a teaching situation, no other tool communicates the concept
of elapsed time as well as the Time Timer. Used as an interactive teaching tool, this classroom-tested
teaching aid reference reinforces the sense of elapsed time with a graphic depiction of the time remaining.
All our audible Time Timers are packed in a sturdy box. The large and medium Time Timer are designed
to operate free standing or wall mounted. The sound can be switched on or off on the side of the timer.
The large Time Timer has a stronger beep for classroom use.

JAC5000

Time Timer
Free standing or wall mounted.

JAC5000 Large
L30 x H30cm
JAC5008 Medium L18 x H18cm

Time Timer Pocket
A clear protective cover flips open to
serve as a stand for the timer or to
protect the face and disk during
operation.

JAC5007 L7.5 x H7.5cm
JAC5007

JAC5008

Time Timer Watch Plus

Time Timer Plus

All the benefits of the Time Timer - but on your
wrist! Increases independence and mobility
for all who benefit from time management.
Watch features:
• 12/24 hour option
• 3 modes: clock, timer and alarm
• Vibrating and audible alerts
• Water resistant - 30m
• Available in light grey, dark grey, aqua,
lime and pink

The new Time Timer Plus Protects the signature red
disk under a clear and durable lens. Simple new
controls ensure ease of use for all ages.
• Lightweight anti-static disk
• Protective glare free lens
• Centre-dial for setting disk
• Size 14x18cm
• Carry handle
• Volume control dial
• Uses 1 AA battery
Standard Features:
• Patented red disk
• Silent (no ticking!)
• Optional ‘time up’ alert
• Oversize numbers
• Intuitive clockwise motion
• Impact resistant case

JAC5023 Adult
JAC5022 Youth

New

JAC5025

JAC5025
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JAC5022

JAC5022
JAC5023
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Time Timer Software

JAC5004

The software provides innovative
new ways to visualise time by
allowing you to work with hours,
minutes and seconds in "real time".
The application window can scale
on your screen as well as on a
overhead projector. Screenshots:
seconds mode, minutes mode,
hours mode, custom mode and
clock mode. The Time Timer CDRom can be installed on 5
computers or used on a network.

JAC5004

Teaching Tools

Time Timers

Time Timers Blank Sheets
Blank Sheets can be used with the medium and
large Time Timers. The plain white face allows you
to customize the Timer with stickers, washable
marker, colours etc. Now instead of using
numbers, users are free to use their imagination
as to how to mark the increments of time.
JAC5020

JAC5005 - Blank Sheets Medium (Pack 5)
JAC5006 - Blank Sheets Large (Pack 5)

JAC5016

JAC5021

Time Timer Stickers
Time Timer Stickers can be used with medium and large Time Timers.
A sheet of clear adhesive stickers which you can use to divide activities
on your Time Timer. The stickers are available with or without text.

JAC5050

JAC5015 Medium Stickers (no text)
JAC5016 Medium Stickers English
JAC5018 Large Stickers (no text)
JAC5019 Large Stickers English

New
Time Timer Pictograms

JAC5051

% 0113 270 4483

Can be placed on the Time Timer to identify what
time different things need doing. When using the
pictograms you must be able to make a link
between the activity on the pictogram and what
you must do yourself. Now available in colour.

JAC5020
JAC5021
JAC5051
JAC5050

Daily Rhythm
Spare Time
Home NEW
School NEW
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Teaching Tools

Whisper Phones
The whisper phone is used to help strengthen learning. It helps children to read, write, spell and learn
new languages as well as memorising and focusing. The whisper phone is an acoustic voice feedback
headset that enables children of all ages to focus and hear the sounds that make up words more clearly
as they learn to read and spell. The whisper phone is fun and easy to use,
and research has proven that users can hear phonemes ten times more
clearly when they are wearing the whisper phone! The whisper
phone works simply and effectively, when the user
90004
speaks, their voice is conveyed directly into their
ear so they can hear their voice more clearly.

90003

Whisper Phone Junior & Senior

Whisper Phone Duet

The senior whisper phones can be used by
adults and Junior by children. Designed to help
you hear sounds more clearly as you learn to
read, spell or process a new language. They are
easy to use and you can hear yourself better
over background noise.The whisper phones
work simply and effectively, when you speak,
your voice is conveyed directly into your ear so
you can hear things more clearly.

The perfect tool for paired
reading exercises by
encouraging children to work
together and help each other
learn. Also useful for one-to-one
time with teachers, tutors and
speech therapists. The whisper
phone duet keeps classrooms
quieter by creating an
acoustically clear connection
between two readers.

90003 Junior
90004 Senior

Whisper Phone
Storage Pouch

90007

90005

This pouch is specially
designed to store away any
of the whisper phones, from
our junior and senior, to our
element whisper phones.

90009

90005 Standard Pouch
90009 Deluxe Duet Pouch NEW

New
New

Whisper Phone Book Sound Of Learning
90010

90011

Whisper Phone Element
A smaller version of our original whisper phone.
Can be used for helping younger learners
develop their reading and spelling abilities and
for developing new language skills.

90010 Junior
90011 Senior NEW
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This 140 page field guide, co-authored
from the perspective of three literacy
and language specialists, explores and
explains the science behind why selfamplification is so powerful. This book
also contains a collection of carefully
selected activities designed to build
literacy skills while using the whisper
phone. Exercises are included in
conjunction with the whisper phone.

90006
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We have a selection of puppets ranging from giant puppets to hand puppets and also Wibo the
Word Monster. Giant puppets are suitable for use in schools/playgroups/nurseries and for children
with special needs. They can help to encourage conversational and language skills.
A hand puppet is a real learning aid and with a bit of help the hand puppet comes to life.
Giant Puppets range from 62-65cm in height and the Hand Puppets 45cm.

Jake with Numbers

Mike

Jake is 70cm tall with numbers in his
pocket that velcro onto the palm of
his hand. The numbers can be used
to learn children how to count;
for example one velcro number
on one hand and the other hand
showing the amount of fingers.

Mike is 70cm tall with a removable
body warmer with zipper for
practicing dressing skills, shorts
and laces on his shoes for
practicing shoe tying.

Teaching Tools

Giant Puppets

B129/70

B123/70

Max / Millie
B146/85

Max and Millie are both
85cm tall and are ideal for
story telling and group
discussions (A social skills
booklet and emotion cards
are also available).

B146/85 Max
B147/85 Millie

B147/85

Ruby
70cm tall with a removable
body warmer with zipper
for practicing dressing
skills, skirt and laces
on her shoes
for practicing
shoe tying.

B128/70

Samantha

Dress/Jeans for Giant Puppets

Samantha is 70cm tall wearing a jeans
dress that can be removed with velcro
fasteners so children can practise
their dressing skills and also
has laces so they can
practise shoe tying. She has
velcro on the palm of her hands
and comes with the letters or shapes
so children can learn the alphabet or
different shapes.

Fit any of our giant puppets. Dress come
complete with 6 velcro shapes and the
trousers come with 6 velcro colours.

B141/35 - Denim Dress
B140/45 - Jeans Trousers

B125/70 Samantha
B125/7JD Samantha with jean
dress & shapes

Max & Millie Social Booklet
This booklet contains an introductory story for each
behaviour category for the giant puppets Max and Millie.
12 full colour emotion cards are also included in the set.
With lovely illustrations it can also be used as a colouring book.

K6513E
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Teaching Tools

Giant Puppets
Tom /Tina

Wizard

70cm tall and have
coloured skin. Their
shoelaces can be tied
and they have a
moveable mouth
and tongue.

70cm tall with a moveable mouth
and great attention to detail. Story
time can be brought to life by
using this lovely puppet. He is
dressed in a beautiful coat which
can be taken off to practise
dressing skills.

B116/70 Tom
B117/70 Tina

B131/70

Terry

Clown

70cm tall and comes
with cloth numbers
and letters that
velcro. He has a moveable
tongue/mouth. Ideal for
practicing dressing skills and
his slippers have laces.

70cm tall. His red pants
can be taken off using the
fasteners. His mouth,
tongue and hands are all
moveable.

B103/70

B133/70

Bobby

Fairy

70cm tall. Friendly appearance to
encourage the quietest of children to
communicate. His clothes are
removable for washing and he has
laces on his shoes, perfect for
practicing shoe tying.

75cm tall and loves talking
with her big mouth. She can
express various moods and
her mouth is really easy to
work. Specific mouth/tongue
movements and articulation
can be done.

B130/70

B132/75

Boy / Girl
70cm tall. Ideal for all kinds of
role play the hand puppets
also have moveable hands,
mouth and tongue.

B101/70 - Boy
B102/70 - Girl

Professions Bag
This bag comes complete with
three outfits to turn every giant
puppet into a Doctor, Firefighter
or Police Officer. There is velcro
on the jackets and on the
attachments. Suitable for
all our giant puppets.

B145/25
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Susanne
Susanne is 70cm tall with a
removable body warmer with
zipper for practicing dressing
skills, skirt and laces on her
shoes for practicing shoe tying.

B126/70

Phil
Phil is 70cm tall with a
removable body warmer
with zipper for practicing
dressing skills, shorts and
laces on his shoes for
practicing shoe tying.

B127/70
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Wibo Storytelling Cards & CD

Wibo The Word Monster

This pack consists of a
suitcase containing 24
laminated story
telling cards,
1 manual and 1 cd.

Wibo the Word
Monster is a
70cm tall hand
puppet who will
help to improve the
"word power" in
the classroom.

VP144/EN

Teaching Tools

Puppets

B142/70

Wibo Garment
The Wibo garment comes
complete with storage
bags for words and
objects. On the garment
is also a bag which you
can hang Wibo in.

B143/100

L4501
L4500

L4505

L4503
L4502

L4504

L4507
L4506

L4508
L4509

Hand Puppets
Using your hand you
can move their mouths
with your fingers you
can move their hands.
The puppets are
45cm tall.
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L4500 - Naomi
L4502 - Laura
L4504 - Lynn
L4506 - Dad
L4508 - Grandad

L4501 - Leon
L4503 - Robin
L4505 - Alex
L4507 - Mum
L4509 - Grandma
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